
Physical Education 
**Note all below must be with parent approval 

Practice: Running, hopping, jumping, skipping, jogging, leaping, and      	         
galloping. 

1. Jump rope if you have one.   Plain rope can be used if you can fine some.  If 
you cannot find any rope perform jumps with an invisible rope.  How many 
jumps can you do in a row?  Can you do a rocker (one foot forward and one 
back like rocking in a rocking chair) while jump roping?  Can you go forward 
and backwards? 

2. Play ball tag with your family.  Simply crumple up a piece of paper for each 
player.  Teach your family the rules:  always throw at feet, walk (if indoors).  
Objective: to have the paper land or touch other player(s) feet.  No one is 
out.  Play for at least two minutes per game.  If outside run instead of walk.   

3. Play various board games.  This helps with social skills, strategy, and teamwork 
depending on the game. 

4. Put a puzzle together or by yourself.  Together demonstrates teamwork, 
thought processing, cooperation.  Putting the puzzle together by yourself 
demonstrates accomplishment and organizational skills.  It allows your mind 
to think analytical, which is helpful in sports and academics. 

5. Practice throwing a ball underhand and overhand 100 times for each.  Put 
pinkies together to throw underhand and to catch it, and thumbs together to 
throw overhand and catch it.  Younger students can catch the ball, when 
thrown overhand, with pinkies together and scoop up like ice cream.  A ball 
could be a piece of paper crumpled up if no other ball is available.   I  
suggest not to throw a ball that is on the hard side for safety reasons.  The 
more skilled one is in these areas back up farther apart.  Probably maximum 
distance for fifth graders is about 10 feet (it depends on the ball used-the 
larger the ball the closer one should be to their partner). Five feet should be 
the closest one gets to their partner at any one time. 

6. Learn the rules of a new sport.  This can be done with technology, from 
observation, from other family members.   

7. Practice one or more of following exercises - jumping jacks, rocket blasters, 
push ups, curl ups, straddle stretch (hold stretch for 10 seconds each side), 
arm circles (forward, backward, big, and small), skiers (jump side to side fast).  
Try to do a ten count for each exercise. 

8. Play Frosty Freeze Tag with your family.  One person Is Jack Frost (the chaser), 
and another person is Frosty the Snow Person (they unfreeze).  The third 
person, if one is available or more, is the snowflake(s).  Jack chases the 
snowflake(s). And tags them on the shoulder.  If this happens the snowflake 
stops and raises their hand up (for a high five).  Frosty comes and high fives 
the snowflake(s) to set them free.  Play each game for two minutes and then 
switch roles. 

9. Watch a sporting activity on TV with your family. 
10. Run or walk a mile (could be around your house); time yourself for one minute 

and see how many curl ups you can do; Practice right angle push ups. 

Hopefully these ideas help pass the time while away from PE and from your home 
school.  Stay safe.  Your PE teachers miss you.  Take care.


